Recipe for plurals

In English and in French, you normally add **s** when you talk about more than one thing:
- a cat - three cats,
- un chat - trois chats.

For some French words, it is different. Don’t worry – your dictionary shows you what the plural is:

Look up the words underlined in Léo’s bubbles in your dictionary and fill in **s** or **x** in Léa’s bubbles.

1. J’ai un poisson!
   - Moi, j’ai deux poisson **x**!
2. J’ai un chapeau!
   - Moi, j’ai deux chapeau **x**!
3. J’ai un gâteau!
   - Moi, j’ai deux gâteau **x**!
4. J’ai un caillou!
   - Moi, j’ai deux caillou **x**!
5. J’ai une tortue!
   - Moi, j’ai deux tortue **x**!
6. J’ai un pou!
   - Moi, j’ai deux pou **x**!

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily
🤔 = I can do some of this
😢 = I need more practice